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In the dozen plus years since 9/11, the US government has rapidly moved from democracy
to fascism. When government acts on behalf of a corporate oligarchy as declared by the
Princeton-Northwestern study last month, state fascism is the result. And First Amendment
rights in America have been obliterated in this morphing process. 

Obama has declared war on whistleblowers, those individuals who recognize corporate or
governmental wrongdoing and are ethical and courageous enough to tell the truth in order
to try and stop it. Nobel Peace Prize nominee Chelsea Manning as Private Bradley Manning
witnessed US military occupiers committing heinous war crimes in Iraq and Afghanistan and
went public with it on Wikileaks and last year was sentenced to 37 years in prison. Last June
Edward  Snowden  revealed  the  massive  violation  and  invasion  of  our  privacy  rights
perpetrated by invisible NSA occupiers in our homes and he was promptly charged with
violating the espionage act and forced as a fugitive to live his life in exiled peril.

News journalists daring to accurately show the Obama administration in an unfavorable light
are customarily harassed and threatened with litigation. In reality those who are standing up
to evil are public heroes yet the government is bent on destroying their lives. The bold
young journalist Michael Hastings who wrote unflattering Rolling Stone articles on powerful
Generals McChrystal and Petraeus and was gathering evidence of wrongdoing by the FBI,
CIA and NSA was more than likely assassinated by remote hacking of his crashed vehicle
last June. Clearly just in this last year alone, the US government’s war against truth has
been stepped up in sinister reckless abandon.

Under this growing tyranny and oppression comes the loss of American liberty and freedom.
Citizens’ right to peacefully assemble and make their views known in public protest have
been under systematic and insidious attack by those in power in both Canada and the
United States. The Occupy Wall Street movement protesting the mounting inequality and
injustice between the 1% haves and the 99% have not’s who were further burdened with
bailing out the unscrupulous and corrupt corporate criminals of Wall Street was brutally
squashed with police clubs and tear gas. The orders in cities across the nation to brutally
suppress the movement from spreading and growing any larger were clearly orchestrated
and issued from Washington DC. Obama and corporate America had had enough of the
mounting civil unrest and so the militarized police state moved into violent, unlawful action
beating, abusing and arresting thousands of peaceful activists attempting to legally express
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both their rights as well as their increasing disgust with corporatized America.

As if government betrayal, hostility and harassment were not enough travesty of justice,
Obama went for overkill ordering his justice department to aggressively pursue hundreds of
federal  lawsuits  filed  against  protesters  for  assault  and  resisting  arrest  while  in  actuality
they  were  merely  reacting  to  the  police  aggressors  brutally  attacking  them.

Of the 2,644 people arrested during the Occupy Wall Street protests in New York City, Cecily
McMillan may be the only demonstrator tried in a court of law and found guilty of felony
assault two weeks ago for elbowing a police officer on March 17, 2012. From Rikers Island
Prison where she has since been awaiting her sentence, she stated last week, “My lawyer
has told me to expect two years.” Today Judge Ronald Zweibel that told the courtroom that
“she must take responsibility for her conduct,” announcing that the 25-year old graduate
student  is  sentenced  to  three  months  prison  time,  plus  community  service  and  five  years
probation. Cecily had maintained throughout her ordeal that the policeman grabbed her
breast  from behind and in  a  knee jerk  reflex,  she  inadvertently  elbowed the  officer  in  the
eye.

Though McMillan could have been sentenced to seven years imprisonment, the judge was
barraged by media pressure that included a recent visit and show of support from two
members of popular Russian girls rock band Pussy Riot that gained worldwide attention
serving several months in prison for protesting against Putin’s Russia. An online petition was
circulated and submitted as well. But perhaps the letter written by nine of twelve jurors
asking that the judge not send Cecily to prison was taken most into consideration.

After the nine jurors found Cecily McMillan guilty of assaulting a police officer over two years
ago based primarily on their viewing a grainy youtube video, they felt so remorseful over
their verdict and McMillan’s potentially going to prison for seven year that they wrote the
judge  strongly  recommending  that  Ms.  McMillan  be  placed  only  on  probation.  Actual
evidence  proving  Cecily  had  suffered  injury  due  to  police  assaulting  her  was  never  even
permitted inside the courtroom.

The injustice in this case was hardly some isolated fluke. Many firmly believe it is simply a
grossly unjust, over-the-top policy and strategy implemented by the Obama regime to set a
high profile example demonstrating to the rest of  America what happens to citizens brave
and principled enough to risk assembling in peaceful  protest  to assert  their  no longer
recognized rights in police state America.  This apparent reality is  what our nation has
degenerated into under Obama in the face of his and Bush’s systematic assault on all of all
US constitutional liberties.

The  exact  same  aggressive  federal  tactics  are  recently  being  utilized  for  the  first  time  to
criminalize protests by environmentalists, charging demonstrators with acts of domestic
terrorism. Five months ago in Oklahoma City two college students placed a banner objecting
to the local company Devon Energy’s participation in the Keystone XL pipeline project inside
its Devon Towers building. In an attempt to raise awareness of the severe detrimental
effects to human health that fracking causes on the environment, the two protestors were
jailed and charged with a terrorism hoax, an apparent state law felony subject to ten years
imprisonment.

Activists Stefan Warner and Moriah Stephenson had used black glitter on their unfurled
banner and apparently some of it was falling from their banner draped from the second
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floor. Falling glitter then became the basis by which the dispatched police accused them of
unleashing  a  toxin  used  in  their  “biochemical  assault.”  Twisted  irony  would  have  the
polluter-for-profit  oil  company  that  has  no  qualms  about  poisoning  the  environment  and
killing humans conveniently using trumped up, grossly exaggerated false charges that two
harmless young protestors acting in the public’s best interest would be using toxins to
potentially poison the oil company polluters.

The arrested protesters’ attorney, Doug Parr, who has been practicing law since the 1970’s,
stated that he saw this kind of reactionary oppression coming. In his words:

“Based upon the historical work I’ve been involved in, I know that when popular movements
that confront the power structure start gaining traction, the government ups the tactics they
employ in order to disrupt and take down those movements…” not unlike the Occupy Wall
Street movement earlier.

The two activists were working in conjunction with two other protesters also arrested at the
site who are members of the Great Plains Tar Sands Resistance organization. Its website
states:
“These industries poison countless communities, often deceive and coerce folks into signing
contracts, and when that doesn’t work, they use eminent domain to steal the land. Texas
and Oklahoma have long been considered sacrifice zones for the oil  and gas industry, and
people have for the most part learned to roll over and accept the sicknesses and health
issues that come with the temporary and unsustainable boost in employment.”

Last year the environmental group Bold Nebraska obtained documents through the Freedom
of Information Act  indicating that  the huge and powerful  tar  sands giant  TransCanada
methodically  trained  the  FBI,  numerous  US  police  forces  and  prosecutors  on  how  to
effectively charge environmentalist protesters with terrorism.

Lauren Regan, executive director of the Civil Liberties Defense Center and legal coordinator
for the environmental group the Tar Sands Blockade, explained:

“These documents expose the truth that the government is giving the nod to unlawful
corporate spying. By slinging false allegations against peaceful activists in this presentation,
TransCanada puts them at risk of unwarranted prosecution.”

This overwhelming evidence proves collusion between the privately owned foreign Canadian
corporation and US law enforcement, pushing their agenda to ruin innocent American lives
merely standing up against malevolent forces bent on destroying the planet by peacefully
exercising  their  First  Amendment  rights.  Once  again  the  real  criminals  acting  as
corporatized fascists are systematically  demonizing civic-minded individuals and groups
acting for the greater good of humanity by declaring war on their dissent and peaceful
protest.

Clearly the real environmental terrorists are the North American coal, oil and gas polluters
that have been systematically poisoning and killing off life on earth for over a century. But
when the governments and corporations merge to become one and the same entity as they
clearly have in both Canada and America, it is the agents operating on behalf of corporate
governments who are the fascist criminals turning on their own decent law abiding citizens
in  order  to  eliminate them and all  opposition and resistance to  their  global  theft  and
destruction.
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